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Abtbtr?ct:

We have investigated the thermal and electrical properties
of filled skutterudites belonging to the serie Cel-,yb"FeaSb12
and Cg2Y\nFe+,(Co/NiLSbr2, as well as their potential fc
thermoelectric power generation. The power frcton and the
dimensionless thermoelectric figure of merit are significantly
improved in double filled skutt€rudites as cmpared to single
filled ones, and the double filling happ€ns to be a pronising
palh to provide good thermoelectric perfornance.

Introduction:

The skutterudite family has been extensively studied in
the past few y€ars b€cause of its very prmisins oroDerti€s ftr
higb tempa'ature tb€rmoelectric applicatiari | ,. Th"
efficiency of a thermoelectric material used for power
gener€tioo m cooling applications is usually cbara cterizrd W
the dimensionless thermoelectric figure ofmerit ZT defined as

oS,T oS2T
:  L L  :

) "  ? v . + ) v L '
electrical conductivity, Seebeck coeffici€nt c thermopower,
and total th€rmal cmductivity resp€ctively. X," and 14 are the
electronic and lattice part ofthe thermal conductivity. L and o
are related by the Wiedemarur-Franz law ! : L.To valid for
metals, with the Lonentz number Lo = !.44x104 W.O.K-2. The
energr conversion efficiency increases *tren increasing ZT.
Therefore, the requirements for an aptimum thermoelec-tric
material will be to conduct heat like a glass (low Lr) and the
electrons like a crystal (high o) rendering the PCEC (phonon
Glass and Electron Crysal) corcept r.

Binary skutterudites crystallize in a body-centred cubic
(bcc) structure with space group Im3 a and have a g€n€f,al
formula IrD(3 (M=Co, Rh or Ir and X:p. As or Sb) 5 ftth M
occupying the 8c and X the 24g positions of tbe
cr)ttallogaphic structure. They axe small band gaps
semiconductors with high thermopower and high charge
carrier mobilities 2. However, tbeir dimensionless-no*o 

"of

meril Zl remain too low for thermoel€ctric appiications
because of their high lattic€ thermal conduaivities- ithe room

temperature lattice thermal conductivity is about ten times
higher in CoS[ than in state of the art Bi2Te3 based alloys E
' t .

An effective way to reduce the laftice thermal
conductivity ofthe skutt€rudites and to make them viable fcn
thermoelectric applications is to fill the large imsaedral void
in the 2a site of the crystallographic strudure with an
electropooitive element to form filled skutterudites with
general formula RIvfaXl, (R=lectopositive elemen! M:Fe,
Ru c Os). Many el€ctopositive elements have been explored
to op-timise ZT, including most of the rare-earths 2, 88 E. Tl e,

Sn ru... The lattice thermal conductivity of filled skutterudites
is strongly reduced as compared to that ofbinary shrtterudites'. This decrease originates fiom the possibility for the filler
atm to 'tattle" around its equilibrium pcition in the
oversized cage and thus to effectively scafter the heat
conducting phonons ll. However, a tetravalent elern€nt would
be necessary to keep the smi-conducting behaviour which is
required for a high thermopower but the major part of the
possible filler atms axe divalefit or trivalent. Thereforg the
s€rri-cmducting behaviour is lost and the thermopower is
strongly reduced (for instance, the rom temperatuxe
thermopower is -75 pVJ(-r in CeFeaSbl2 12 as compared to
-230 FV.K' in non-inrentionally doped CoS[ 6). A way to
restore a high thermopower is to reduce the carrier
concentration n by substituting Co m Ni for Fe on the M site
of the structure. With a simple electrons count, the
suhitution of one Fe atom by one Co (Ni) atun would
increase the valence electrons nurnber by on€ (two). However
the R atom filling rate decreases as the iron fraction decreases

leads to partiqlly filled skutterudites with general
formula \Ma-M',Sb,, 

15. Lattice th€rmal conductfuity is
strongly reduced in panially filled skutterudites as mmpared
to fully filled ones, with a minimum close to y^{.6 15- This is
related to a scattering ofthe heat conducting phmons by mass
fluctuations on the R site (due to mass diff€renoes behyeen the
filler atom and a vacancy) t6. In state ofthe art skutterudites, a
dirrensionless figure of merit ZT=l -25 has been obtained at
900K ftr n-type BaojNio.g5cq.e5sbr2 r7, and ZT--l.l has been
obtained at 750K for P-qpe Cq.rscq.1sFe1.52Sb12 r8. However,
wen in this compounds the lattice tl|ermal conductivity
remains quite high and could lead to firrther improvernents. lt
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has been shown rec€ntly in RfoaSbl2 that multi-filling is an
effective approach to generate additional phonons scstterin^g
and thus to decrease the lattice thermal conduaivity '-.

Funhermorq this reduction is more pronounccd- when the
valenc€ states ofthe two filler atoms are different ''.

Recently, we have shovn the possibility of mixing
c€rium and ytterbium on the 2a site ofthe structure to form a
complete solid solution Cey-rY\FeaSbl2 ?0, and oftuning the
carrier concentration by substituting Co or Ni for Fe to form
partially 6lld skunerudites with general formula
Ce"aYb,nFe+*(Co/Ni),Sbr2 't. We bave shown that Ce is
always in a tri\alent state wh€reas Yb is in a mixed valence
state that d@ends on the Yb fraction 22. This pap€r presents
the thermal and electrical transptrt prop€rties of thcse series
from 4K to 800K. The effect of double-filling on the
thermoelectric properties is analysed. Finally, the pdential of
double'filled skutterudites with respect to the th€rmoelectric
performance as well as possible improvements are discuss€d,

Eryerimentel:

All samples described in this study were prepared by
standard arc melting dl a water-cooled copper hearth undo
Ar atrnosphere and subsequent annealing as described in ref.
". For physical properties measuremarts, densification of the
samples was achieved by two techniques as described in ref.
'. Stroctrrral and chemical characterisations of th€ samples
were performed by X-ray diftaction (XRD) and electon
probe microanalysis (EPMA) and are also decribed in ref. 22.

All the compmitions reported in this article are final
compositims measured by nptm and normalized to frrll
occupancy ofthe transition mefal site. The antimcny fraction
has been fix€d to full ocarpancy, as the observed dwiation is
not significant. XRD and EPMA show that every sample is
cmstihrted by one single skr.rtterudite phase and frint amolmts
of Sb, Fer-,(Co/Ni)"Sbr and/m Cer-,Yb,Sh. All samples
cantain more thar 95o/o of the skutterudite phase. No
b'roadening tr shift of the Bragg peaks can be observe4 thus
revealing that the skutterudite phases are well crystallized and
homogeneous.
Fm eleclrical conductivity and thermopower, all samples were
measured in a direction perpendicular to the pressing
direction. Defails are given in ref ". Ilall effec't m€asurements
were performed on the same sanples as electrical resistiyity
between 4K and 300K and up to 7 teslas using a Qrantum
Design PPMS. The tlall coefficient was deduced from the
slope of the tlall resistivity versrs field curves, q{H). The
carrier conc€ntration (n or p) was calculated from the tlall
coefficient Rn assuming a single-carrier model and a I-Iall
faclor of unity. tlall mobility ;q was obtained using

t l l
p, = l---l with p the elecfical resisivity. Above room

lpnel
temperature, thermal conductivity was determind by
measuring the thermal diffrsivity on a l2mm diameter disc by
a laser flash technique and the specific heat by ditrerential
scanning caltrimetry. Thermal cdlductivity measrrements
below room temperahre lyere p€rformed in a flow cryostat on
cuboid-shaped samples.

Resulb and discussion :

Figure I shows the terrperatuxe dependenc€s of the
thermopower (bottom) and ofthe elechical resistivity (top) for
three samples belonging to the series Ce1-"Yb"FeaSbv2. As
expected from a simple electrons coun! all samples appear p

R?e, as csn be deduced frorn the positive values of the
thermopow€r. For all samples, the thermopower grows
continuously up to 520K (limit of our measuremerrt setup).
Fu samples with r0 and z-1, its magnitude is consistent
with the results reported bysales et al. for CeFeaSbl2 ' and by
Anno et al. for YbFeaSbl2 ". Except in the low temperature
part (uder about I 00K) where magnetism may contribute, the
thermopower of the mixed compormd Cee.asYh 53FeaSb12 lies
bet\veen that of the two former compormds. This result is
consistent with Ilall effect measurements repcted in table l,
which shows that the holes' concentration increas€s when the
ytterbium ftadion incaeases. This behaviour is related to the
variation of the valence of the rare-earth : whereas Ce is
always trivalent, the Yb valence $ate decf,eases fiom 2.7 in
Ceo.s;Yh.0jFe1sbl2 to 2-2 in Ybo.qzFerSb,2 20. The elecirical
resistivity inoeases with increasing temperatwe for all
samples belonging to the Ce1-"Yb"FeaSb12 series as can be
expected fa semimetals. The high tfilp€rahrre valu€s
measured for YS.e2FeaSb12 and Ceo.s5Fersbr2 are slightly
lower than those repcted in the literature 2a'25, thus rwealing
a very good densificatim of our samples. The resistivity of
CeeaeY$.53FeaSb12 lies between that of Ybo.g2FerSbrz and
Cen s5FeaSbp, in agreement with the dependence of the
thermopower with suhitution. The hole mobility decreases
wiri increasing carrier concentratidt (see Table- l), as it has
been observed in the series Yb"Fe+*Ni*Sbrz ' where this
behaviour has been attributed to an increase of the €ffectiv€
mass with increasing carier conc€ntration r- However, this
decrease of 1l do€s not dominate the increase of [p] and p
decaeas€s.

6

E

Y
3

Tenp€r8ture (K)

Fig. I : Temperature dep€ndenc€ ofthe electrical resistivity
(top) and of the thermopower (httom) in Ce1-Yb"FeaSbp.

Figure 2 shows the low temperature dep€trdence of the
thermal conductivity in the series Cer-"Yb,FerSbz. The
thermal cmductivity of Y\.e2FeaSb12 is high€r than that of
Ces.E5FeaSb12. This is related to an inqease of the electronic
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part of the thermal _conduaivity
fraction. However, although the
Ces.aaY$.53FeaSb12 is lower than
thermal conductivity is lower too.

electrical resistivity is lower in the former one and the
thermqower is higher in the last one, thus resulting in similar
power hctor. However, it is clearly enhanced in the double
filled compormd Ceq asY$ 53FeaSb12.

Moreovef,, as can be seen in figure 3, the figure of merit
ZT is enhanced in CeaaqYh.53FeaSbrz by more than 20olo as
compared to Ceo siFeaSbl2 and by more than 60% as conpared
to Ybn.e2FeaSb12. Thereforg double filled skutterudites seerns
to be of significant interesr to improve the power generation
efficiency.

To reach higher ZT values, it is mandatory to tune the
charge carier concentration. This can be achieved by
substituting Co or Ni for Fe on the metal site- Figure 4 shows
the room temperature thermopower in the series (Ce-YbtFe+

,(CoNi)*Sbp as a fimction of the equivalent cobalt fractiur
defined in ref. ro. It is considered from a simple electrons
count that the sukitution of one iron atom by one nickel
atdn is equir€lent to the substihrtion oftwo iron atoms by two
cobalt atoms. This enables us to dircctly compare the results
obtained for the FeNi and the FeCo series.

o  F - _ o t _
- t - - '  . t  r .e  o a _ . . r r - - -  ;  ,  "

- _ t - ; ' a -  :

p type

type . CeaYbrFe&Ni,Sb,1 
I .

E Ce Yb ,Fe Co Sb.-, . t l
q Cc Fe Ni Sb-
x ceyFe&co.sb,,
+ YbyFc..Nlsbu
* 

. 
h,F"*,&.$,,

I with increasing Yb
electrical resistivity of

that of Ceo s5Fe4sbr2, its

! 3 0

6
> 2 0

100

Tenrperuurc (K)
Fig. 2 : Ternperature de,pendence ofthe thermal conductivity

in Ce1-"Yb,FeaSb12.

Therefore, the double filling of the cage with two filler
atoms of different valence states app€ars to be an effective
path to reduce the thermal corductivity, as was first shown by
Chen * al. in (R-R')"CoaSb12 ''. The thermal conductivity is
almost constant frorn room te,mp€rature up to 825K in
Cq.anY$.53FeaSb12 (not shovn).

Fig. 3 : Ternperature dependence ofthe power factor (top) and
ofthe dirnensionless thermoelectric figure of merit (bottom)

in Ce1-,Yb,FeaSb12. ZT dztzfar Cea.s5FeaSb12 and
Yfo e2FeaSb12 have beeri exhapolated from low temperature

thermal cmductiviry measurem€nts.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence ofthe power
factm S2o (top) and of the dimensionless thamo€lectric
figure of merit (htom)- ZT dztz fu Cee g5FeaSb12 and
Y\e2FeaSb12 have been extrapolated fiom low ternperature
thermal conductivity measurements. At 520K the power
factor is close in Y\.e2FeaSb12 and Cea.35FeaSb12: the

o.o 05 r.0 15 2.0 2.5 30 3.5 4.0
Equivalqn cobalt t'aatbo

Fig. 4 : Room temperature th€rmopow€r in the series (Ce-
Yb)yFea.(Co/Ni)-Sbr2 versus equival€nt cobalt fraction as
described in text. The dashed line is a guide for the eyes.

Figure 4 shows a crmsover frm p to n tlPe conductivity
for an equivalent cobalt fraction of about 3-5, whici can be
easily oplained by a simple carriers cormt: the Fe-Co or Fe-
Ni suhitution reduces the holes' mncentration which is
evenhnlly ov€rcomp€nsated by the electrons provided by the
filler atom(s) for rich Co or Ni skutterudit€s. This simple
munt also explains the increase of S before the Fn transition.
The thermopower reaches its high€st absolute values close to
the pn hansition, and irs magnitude very weakly depencls on
the nature ofthe filler atom.

The thermal dependence of the thermopower and of the
electrical resistivity are shown in Fig. 5 fc some samples
belonging to th€ series Cq2Y\nFe+,(Co,/NiLSbrr. As can be
deduced fimr Fig. 4, iron rich samples app€ar p type whereas
cobalt rich or nickel rich sarnples app€ar n type. Similarly to
the series Ce1-"Yb.FeaSb12, the absolute value of the
th€rmopower grows mntinuously up to 520K and no evidence
of a maximum can be observd exc€pt for
Cee e5Y$ l2FqesNi1eSb12 whme thermopower decr€ases at

2@

It l5o

v l @

o

8. 50

9 0
g

e -
t
E r '
8 -lio

-2@
3

" so."rF"nsbr"
. Ceo*JeoSb,"
" C€o roYbo 53Feasbr 2

0

Ceo &Ybo JrFe.Sbf
Ceo srFe.Sbr!
Ybo JerSbD

Tenp€rature (K)
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high temperature. The latter is probably related to the s€mi-
conducting nah[e of this cmpound (see Fig. 5 top). All other
samples are sernimetals with low resistivity values, which
increase with increasing temperature. These values are similar
to thos€ reptrted in the lit€ratue for skutterudites with similar
cobalt or iion fraction (see fon example 23' 26).

o l@ 2w 300 4m 5@ 6@ 7m Eoo
Temperrrure (K)

Fig. 5 : Ternperature dependence ofthe electrical resistivity
(top) and of the thermopower (bottom) in CgaY\nFe+

{Co/NiLSbrr.

.f*.^ii:^1"''FelcNil"sb'7 

^

Ceoo,Yboo,Fen,"Cor*Sb,

Ceo{oYbosFe.Sb u
Ceo.Ybo,,Fe.rCoo.Sbo

Ceo?Ybo36Fe3.rNia6.Sb D

Temperature (K)

Fig. 6 : Temperature dependence ofthe thermal conductivity
in Ce"irYQrFe+JCor'NiLSbr.

Figure 6 shows the low temperature depandence of the
thermal conductivity. Th€ thermal conductivity first decreases
when substituting cobalt or nickel fs iron to form partially
filled skutterudites, and then increases when the rare-earth
conc€ntration further decreases. This behaviou is cmsistenl
with the 'lnass fluctuation scattering" model proposed by
Meisner et al. tt. which showed that the minimum thermal
conductivity in CerFea*CqSb12 occurs for y-2l3. Tlre thermal
conductivity is almost constant from room temp€rature up to
825K in Cee aaY$ 32Fq e2Cq.qSb12 (not shown).

The temperature dependence ofthe power factor S2o and
of the thermoelectric figure of merit are shown in figure 7.
Whereas the power factor utd Zil ate similar in p t}pe
CeeaaY$i2Fe3.q2Coo.ssSbrz and Cei32Ybe35Fe332Ni6.6Sb12,
with similar equivalent cobalt fraction, this is not the case in n
type Ceo.o5Ybo r2Fe2 e6Ni1 eSb12 ; Cq.e5Y$65Fee.1aCq.s6Sb12.
They are strongly degraded in the Ni-bsed n type
skutterudite. While the holes concentration and mobility are
similar in iron rich Ni-based and Cebased skutterudites, the
electrons conc€ntration and mobility are very different in iron
poor skutterudites (see Table 2). Especialln the mobility is
strongly decreased in the Ni-rich skutterudite as compared to
the Co-rich ones. Several mechanisms could explain this
behaviour. This decrease could be related to the theoretical
calculations performed by Lassalle et al. 27 on FezNizSbrz,
wtrich shows that the disorder induced by the random
distribution of iron and nickel atoms has a strong efiect on
antimony atoms position and charge, and therefone on the
band structure and on the effective mass. This could also be
related to the huge structural disorder induced by the
subslitution of iror by nickel : whereas less than 4olo of the
cobalt atoms are substituted by iron in
Ce6.65Y$s5Fes laCo3 E6Sbl2, alrnost 507o of the iron atoms are
substituted by nickel in Cee q5Yh 12Fe2.0sNir.esbrz.
Nevertheless, it appears that cobalt substitutions are more
relevant than nickel zuhitutions to achieve good
thermoelectric properties in n type skutterudites. The best
figure of merit is observed in Ceo qYboj2Fe3.q2Cq $Sb12 with
ZT=0.55 at 525K. However, one must keep in mind that this
composition has not been optinizd and that important
enhanccments are certainly possible with higher cobalt
fractions.

v

-r^ 'lO
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8 3 0

e 2 0
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Ceo rrYbo sFe]l2Nio 6rsb u
Cco sYbo 3rFe3 orcoo *Sb,r*"-*"")k*

. Ceo.ojYborjFeo r.Cor s6sb D
^ Ceo"rYbo DFerdNi, rlsbrr

OP([=PtyF
solid = n gF

"^"*P
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Fig. 7 : Temperature dependence ofthe power factor (top) and
of the thermoelectric figure of merit (bottom) in CE2Y\nFe+

iCo/Ni)rsbrr. ZT data for Ceo3zYbo3oF% j2Ni0.6ssbr2,
Ceo.o:Yh osFeo.6Co:.36Sb12 and Cea.s5Yh 12Fq.e6Ni1 eSbl2

have been extrapolated frorn low temperature thermal
conductivity measurements.

Figure 8 shows the figure of merit of
Cee aaY$32Fq sqCoe e6Sb12 (thermopow€r has been
extrapolated above 550K)- We have also plotted the figure of

^ Cco6YbdoF.z6Ni,esb,,

..^ . I::*;l*i;:iil;
^ Cco.YbosFc.Sb,!
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merit of Ceo rfE.qCol e2Sb12 (same cobalt frac'tion) and
Ceo.2EFer.52Cq 4ESbr2 (state of the art) published by Tang et
all. rE for comparison. For a similar cobalt fraction, the figwe
ofmerit is strongly enhanced in the double filled skuiterudite :
it increases frm ZT4-4 at 700K in Cen.7aFe2.e6Co1.s2Sb12 to
ZT:0.85 at 700K in Ceo sYh32Fe3.62Coe qSb12. The latter
exhibits a figure of merit very close to that of state of the art
Cee 4Fe1.52Cq.a6Sbrz, althougb the composition has not been
optimized. From this result, high ZT values are el<pected in
double filled skutterudites, probably significantly higber than
zT:1.
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Fig. 8 : Temperature dependence of ZT in
Ce6.sYbo :uFe:.eCo1 .esSb12. Thermopower has been
extrapolated above 550K.

Conclusion :

We have studied the thermoelectric properties of
skutterudites belorging to the series
CgnY\nFe+,(Co/Ni)*Sb12, where Ce is trivalent whereas the
Yb valence decreases when the Yb fraction increases. The
power faaor and the thermoelectric figure of merit are clearly
enhanced in Cej.a6Y$.53FeaSbr2 as compared to Cqs5FeaSbl2
and YS.e2FeaSb12. The carrier cqrcertration can be tuned by
substih.rting Co m Ni on the Fe site, wfiich also diminishes the
thermal conductivity. It has been shown that the cobalt
substihttion is more effective than the nickel suhitution to
achieve high power factor or figure of merit in n-t1pe
samples. ZT=0.5 has been observed at 500K in
Cq.aaY$j2Fe3.s2Cq.egSb12 and an extrapolation leads to
ZT=O.95 at 800K, which is close to state of the art
Ces.2sle1.52Co2 asSbl2 although the composition is far frm
being optimized. Therefore, double filled CelYb shrtterudites
appear to be v€ry prmising with respecl to thermoelectricity,
and ZT values significantly above unity could possibly be
reached.

. C"o-SorrF"...ftorSb,,
o Go.r.F"r *&, ,Sbr, (Tang 20ol)

" Go,sF", rr&r*Sb,, (Tang 2001)
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